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Entries address people, terms, and concepts that help to
define social class in America, exploring how perception
of class has changed over the years and how class is
addressed in politics and contemporary culture.
Robert D. Leighninger, Jr., believes there may be a
model for municipal building projects everywhere in the
ambitious and artful structures erected in Louisiana by
the Public Works Administration. In the 1930s, the
PWA built a tremendous amount of infrastructure in a
very short time. Most of the edifices are still in use, yet
few people recognize how these schools, courthouses,
and other great structures came about. Building
Louisiana documents the projects one New Deal agency
erected in one southern state and places these in social
and political context. Based on extensive research in the
National Archives and substantial field work within the
state, Leighninger has gathered the story of the
establishment of the PWA and the feverish building
activity that ensued. He also recounts early tussles with
Huey Long and the scandals involving public works
discovered during the late New Deal. The book includes
looks at individual projects of particular interest--"Big
Charity" hospital, the Carville leprosy center, the
Shreveport incinerator, and the LSU sugar plant. A
concluding chapter draws lessons from the PWA's
history that might be applied to current political
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concerns. Also included is an annotated inventory of
every PWA project in the state. Finally, this composite
picture honors those workers and policymakers who, in
a time of despair, expressed hope for the future with
this enduring investment.
This book offers a study of the portrayal of America in
selected social and political plays of the 1930s and a
scrutiny of the intellectual response of the playwrights
to the American way of life in the light of socio-political
and economic issues in that decade.
Russell Long (1918-2003) occupies a unique niche in
twentieth-century United States history. Born into
Louisiana s most influential political family, and son of
perhaps the most famous Louisianan of all time, Long
extended the political power generated by other
members of his family and attained heights of power
unknown to his predecessors, including his father, Huey.
The Long family and its followers pervaded Louisiana
politics from the late 1920s through the 1980s. Being a
Long̶especially a son of Huey Long̶preordained
Russell for a political life. His father s assassination set
the wheels in motion for his eventual political career. In
1948, Russell followed his father and his mother to a
seat in the United States Senate. In due course, he rose
to the politically eminent positions of majority whip and
chair of the Senate Finance Committee. Russell Long: A
Life in Politics examines Long s public life and places
it within the context of twentieth-century Louisiana,
southern, and national politics. In Louisiana, Long s
politics arose out of the Longite/ Anti-Longite period of
history. Yet he transcended many of those two groups
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factional squabbles. In the national realm, Long s
politics exhibited a working philosophy that straddled
the boundaries between New Deal liberalism and
southern conservatism. By the time of his retirement in
early 1987, he had witnessed the demise of one political
paradigm̶the New Deal liberal consensus̶and the
creation of one dominated by a new style of
conservatism.
Addresses on the History of the United States Senate
America Since 1890
The FDR Years
Beyond Left & Right
An Encyclopedia
The Buying of the Presidency? Franklin D. Roosevelt, the
New Deal, and the Election of 1936
A Different Day
"As a study of modern American political culture, Beyond Left
and Right gets high marks. This is an extremely readable book.
It should quickly become a basic source, especially beneficial to
scholars who are researching modern American political
history. Lay readers with an interest in American politics
should find it informative and accessible. Horowitz explains his
ideas in clear direct prose, free of jargon." -- LeRoy Ashby,
author of William Jennings Bryan: Champion of Democracy
Beyond Left and Right is a sweeping overview of political
insurgency in the United States from the 1880s to the present. It
is at once a stunning synthesis, drawing on a large number of
scholarly works, and an ambitious and original piece of
research. The book ranges over diverse individuals and groups
that have attacked the established order, from the left and the
right, from the Populists of the 1890s to Ross Perot and the
religious right of our times, dealing along the way with nonPage 3/23
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interventionists, Klans, monetary radicals, McCarthyites,
Birchers, and Reaganites, among many others.
Presents profiles of major figures in American politics, from
Bella Abzug through Woodrow Wilson, arranged
alphabetically, by area of activity, and by year of birth.
In The American South, William J. Cooper, Jr. and Thomas E.
Terrill demonstrate their belief that it is impossible to divorce
the history of the south from the history of the United States.
Each volume includes a substantial biographical
essay—completely updated for this edition—which provides the
reader with a guide to literature on the history of the South.
Coverage now includes the devastation of Hurricane Katrina in
2005, up-to-date analysis of the persistent racial divisions in the
region, and the South's unanticipated role in the 2008
presidential primaries.
Robert Rice Reynolds (1884-1963), U.S. senator from North
Carolina from 1933 to 1945, was one of the most eccentric
politicians in American history. His travels, his five marriages,
his public faux pas, and his flamboyant campaigns provided
years of amusement for his constituents. This political
biography rescues Reynolds from his cartoon-character
reputation, however, by explaining his political appeal and
highlighting his genuine contributions without overlooking his
flaws. Julian Pleasants argues that Reynolds must be
understood in the context of Depression-era North Carolina. He
capitalized on the discontent of the poverty-stricken lower class
by campaigning in tattered clothes while driving a ramshackle
Model T--a sharp contrast to his wealthy, chauffeur-driven
opponent, incumbent senator Cam Morrison. In office,
Reynolds supported Roosevelt's New Deal. Although he was not
pro-Nazi, his isolationist stance and his association with virulent
right-wingers enraged his constituents and ultimately led to his
withdrawal from politics. Pleasants reveals Reynolds to be a
showman of the first order, a skilled practitioner of class
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politics, and a unique southern politician--the only one who
favored the New Deal while advocating isolationist views.
Building Louisiana
Eleanor Roosevelt, Volume 2
The Life and Times of Robert Rice Reynolds
Louisiana
Transforming Leadership
Leander Perez
Encyclopedia of U.S. Political History

Abraham Lincoln and Franklin D. Roosevelt are widely
considered the two greatest presidents of the past two
centuries. How did these two very different men rise to power,
run their administrations, and achieve greatness? How did
they set their policies, rally public opinion, and transform the
nation? Were they ultimately more different or alike? This
anthology compares these two presidents and presidencies,
examining their legacies, leadership styles, and places in
history.
Thoroughly revised, updated, and expanded, The SAGE
Encyclopedia of Business Ethics and Society, Second Edition
explores current topics, such as mass social media, cookies,
and cyber-attacks, as well as traditional issues including
accounting, discrimination, environmental concerns, and
management. The new edition also includes an in-depth
examination of current and recent ethical affairs, such as the
dangerous work environments of off-shore factories for
Western retailers, the negligence resulting in the 2010 BP oil
spill, the gender wage gap, the minimum wage debate and
increasing income disparity, and the unparalleled level of debt
in the U.S. and other countries with the challenges it presents
to many societies and the considerable impact on the ethics of
intergenerational wealth transfers. Key Features Include:
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Seven volumes, available in both electronic and print formats,
contain more than 1,200 signed entries by significant figures
in the field Cross-references and suggestions for further
readings to guide students to in-depth resources Thematic
Reader's Guide groups related entries by general topics Index
allows for thorough browse-and-search capabilities in the
electronic edition
Messiah of the MassesHuey P. Long and the Great
DepressionPrentice HallMessiah Masses: Huey P Long& T
Edison& Mod PkAddison Wesley Publishing CompanyHerbert
HooverA LifePenguin
Born in 1882 in New York, Franklin Delano Roosevelt entered
public service through the encouragement of the Democratic
Party and won the election to the New York Senate in 1910.
This book details his administration at the height of the Great
Depression as he valiantly led the nation with the phrase, The
only thing we have to fear is fear itself.
A Legacy of Leadership
A Life
Louisiana History
An Annotated Bibliography
Fighting Quaker, 1928–1933
Huey Long
The Senate, 1789-1989

From the rise of industrial capitalism
to the end of the Cold War, this book
profiles the most significant
conservative journals of the past
century.
Provides a comprehensive guide to the
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literature of Louisiana history.
“At last, a biography of Herbert Hoover
that captures the man in full…
[Jeansonne] has splendidly illuminated
the arc of one of the most
extraordinary lives of the twentieth
century.”—David M. Kennedy, Pulitzer
Prize-winning Author of Freedom from
Fear Prizewinning historian Glen
Jeansonne delves into the life of our
most misunderstood president, offering
up a surprising new portrait of Herbert
Hoover—dismissing previous assumptions
and revealing a political Progressive
in the mold of Theodore Roosevelt, and
the most resourceful American since
Benjamin Franklin. Orphaned at an early
age and raised with strict Quaker
values, Hoover earned his way through
Stanford University. His hardworking
ethic drove him to a successful career
as an engineer and multinational
businessman. After the Great War, he
led a humanitarian effort that fed
millions of Europeans left destitute,
arguably saving more lives than any man
in history. As commerce secretary under
President Coolidge, Hoover helped
modernize and galvanize American
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industry, and orchestrated the
rehabilitation of the Mississippi
Valley after the Great Flood of 1927.
As president, Herbert Hoover became the
first chief executive to harness
federal power to combat a crippling
global recession. Though Hoover is
often remembered as a “do-nothing”
president, Jeansonne convincingly
portrays a steadfast leader who
challenged congress on an array of
legislation that laid the groundwork
for the New Deal. In addition, Hoover
reformed America’s prisons, improved
worker safety, and fought for better
health and welfare for children.
Unfairly attacked by Franklin D.
Roosevelt and blamed for the
Depression, Hoover was swept out of
office in a landslide. Yet as FDR’s
government grew into a bureaucratic
behemoth, Hoover became the moral voice
of the GOP and a champion of Republican
principles—a legacy re-ignited by
Ronald Reagan and which still endures
today. A compelling and rich
examination of his character,
accomplishments and failings, this is
the magnificent biography of Herbert
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Hoover we have long waited for.
INCLUDES PHOTOS
From the moment he took office as
governor in 1928 to the day an
assassin’s bullet cut him down in 1935,
Huey Long wielded all but dictatorial
control over the state of Louisiana. A
man of shameless ambition and ruthless
vindictiveness, Long orchestrated
elections, hired and fired thousands at
will, and deployed the state militia as
his personal police force. And yet,
paradoxically, as governor and later as
senator, Long did more good for the
state’s poor and uneducated than any
politician before or since. Outrageous
demagogue or charismatic visionary? In
this powerful new biography, Richard D.
White, Jr., brings Huey Long to life in
all his blazing, controversial glory.
White taps invaluable new source
material to present a fresh, vivid
portrait of both the man and the
Depression era that catapulted him to
fame. From his boyhood in dirt-poor
Winn Parish, Long knew he was destined
for power–the problem was how to get it
fast enough to satisfy his insatiable
appetite. With cunning and crudity
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unheard of in Louisiana politics, Long
crushed his opponents in the 1928
gubernatorial race, then immediately
set about tightening his iron grip. The
press attacked him viciously, the oil
companies howled for his blood after he
pushed through a controversial oil
processing tax, but Long had the
adulation of the people. In 1930, the
Kingfish got himself elected senator,
and then there was no stopping him.
White’s account of Long’s heyday
unfolds with the mesmerizing intensity
of a movie. Pegged by President
Roosevelt as “one of the two most
dangerous men in the country,” Long
organized a radical movement to
redistribute money through his Share
Our Wealth Society–and his gospel of
pensions for all, a shorter workweek,
and free college spread like wildfire.
The Louisiana poor already worshiped
him for building thousands of miles of
roads and funding schools, hospitals,
and universities; his outrageous antics
on the Senate floor gained him a
growing national base. By 1935, despite
a barrage of corruption investigations,
Huey Long announced that he was running
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for president. In the end, Long was a
tragic hero–a power addict who
squandered his genius and came close to
destroying the very foundation of
democratic rule. Kingfish is a
balanced, lucid, and absolutely
spellbinding portrait of the life and
times of the most incendiary figure in
the history of American politics.
Messiah of the Masses
Reader's Guide to American History
Insurgency and the Establishment
A Life in Politics
Class in America
Boss of the Delta
The Conservative Press in Twentiethcentury America
The five volumes of this ultimate resource
recognize the inherent unity between
business ethics and business and society, that
stems from their shared primary concern
with value in commerce. This Encyclopedia
spans the relationships among business,
ethics, and society by including more than
800 entries that feature broad coverage of
corporate social responsibility, the obligation
of companies to various stakeholder groups,
the contribution of business to society and
culture, and the relationship between
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organizations and the quality of the
environment.
The central volume in the definitive
biography of America's most important First
Lady. "Engrossing" (Boston Globe). The
captivating second volume of this Eleanor
Roosevelt biography covers tumultuous era of
the Great Depression, the New Deal, and the
gathering storms of World War II, the years
of the Roosevelts' greatest challenges and
finest achievements. In her remarkably
engaging narrative, Cook gives us the
complete Eleanor Roosevelt—an adventurous,
romantic woman, a devoted wife and mother,
and a visionary policymaker and social
activist who often took unpopular stands,
counter to her husband's policies, especially
on issues such as racial justice and women's
rights. A biography of scholarship and daring,
it is a book for all readers of American
history.
There are so many books on so many aspects
of the history of the United States, offering
such a wide variety of interpretations, that
students, teachers, scholars, and librarians
often need help and advice on how to find
what they want. The Reader's Guide to
American History is designed to meet that
need by adopting a new and constructive
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approach to the appreciation of this rich
historiography. Each of the 600 entries on
topics in political, social and economic history
describes and evaluates some 6 to 12 books
on the topic, providing guidance to the reader
on everything from broad surveys and
interpretive works to specialized
monographs. The entries are devoted to
events and individuals, as well as broader
themes, and are written by a team of well
over 200 contributors, all scholars of
American history.
In A Legacy of Leadership, top scholars and
journalists create a new framework for
understanding the contributions governors
have made to defining democracy and
shaping American history. Structured
chronologically, A Legacy of Leadership
places governors in contrast and comparison
with one another as well as within the context
of their times to show how a century of
dramatic developments—war and peace,
depression and prosperity—led governors to
rethink and expand their positions of
leadership. The nine chapters of compelling
new scholarship presented here connect the
experiences of dynamic individual governors
and the evolution of the gubernatorial office
to the broader challenges the United States
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has faced throughout the turbulent twentieth
century. Taken together, they demonstrate
how interstate cooperation became essential
as governors increasingly embraced national
and international perspectives to promote
their own states' competitiveness. Published
for the centennial of the National Governors
Association, A Legacy of Leadership is an
eloquent demonstration of how, to a great
extent, we live in a country that governors
created.
Kingfish
Franklin D.Roosevelt and Abraham Lincoln:
Competing Perspectives on Two Great
Presidencies
A History
His Life in Photos, Drawings, and Cartoons
Ragged Individualism
Buncombe Bob
The Senate, 1789-1989: Classic speeches,
1830-1993
Encyclopedia of U.S. Political History
explores the events, policies, activities,
institutions, groups, people, and movements
that have created and shaped political life
in the United States. With contributions from
scholars in the fields of history and
political science, this seven-volume set
provides students, researchers, and scholars
the opportunity to examine the political
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evolution of the United States from the 1500s
to the present day. With greater coverage
than any other resource, the Encyclopedia of
U.S. Political History identifies and
illuminates patterns and interrelations that
will expand the reader’s understanding of
American political institutions, culture,
behavior, and change. Focusing on both
government and history, the Encyclopedia
brings exceptional breadth and depth to the
topic with more than 100 essays for each of
the critical time periods covered.
Contains the texts of 46 speeches by: Robert
Y. Hayne, Daniel Webster, Henry Clay, John C.
Calhoun, Thomas Corwin, Thomas Hart Benton,
William H. Seward, Jeremiah Clemens, William
P. Fessenden, Stephen A. Douglas, Jefferson
Davis, Andrew Johnson, Henry Cabot Lodge,
William E. Borah, Rebecca L. Fenton, Huey P.
Long, Joseph R. McCarthy, Hubert H. Humphrey,
Richard M. Nixon, Frank Church, John F.
Kennedy, Robert F. Kennedy, Michael J.
Mansfield, Everett M. Dirksen, Gale W. McGee,
Robert C. Byrd, and other Senators.
In this lively and provocative synthesis,
distinguished historian Glen Jeansonne
explores the people and events that shaped
America in the twentieth century.
Comprehensive in scope, A Time of Paradox
offers a balanced look at the political,
diplomatic, social and cultural developments
of the last century while focusing on the
diverse and sometimes contradictory human
experiences that characterized this dynamic
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period. Designed with the student in mind,
this cogent text provides the most up to date
analysis available, offering insight into the
divisive election of 2004, the War on Terror
and the Gulf Coast hurricanes. Substantive
biographies on figures ranging from Samuel
Insull to Madonna give students a more
personalized view of the men and women who
influenced American society over the past
hundred years.
This up-to-date introduction to the complex
world of conspiracies and conspiracy theories
provides insight into why millions of people
are so ready to believe the worst about our
political, legal, religious, and financial
institutions. • Provides an in-depth, easy-toaccess account of conspirators and secret
organizations behind key plots to control
American legal, political, and financial
systems • Presents the history of key
American conspiracy theories, taking a longer
view of how current conspiracy thinking
developed over generations • Explains the
similarities and differences among conspiracy
theories held by people on the far right and
far left of the political spectrum • Explores
the cultural significance of widespread,
popular reactions to advances in science,
technology, and medicine, as well as the
public's skepticism about highly trained
professionals and their expert knowledge •
Offers an up-to-date survey of popular
conspiracy theories regarding celebrity
deaths and the popular distrust of the
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American media and police investigations •
Details the importance of the internet and
social media in organizing conspiratorial
movements and spreading conspiracy theories
Fonville Winans' Louisiana
The Defining Years, 1933-1938
The American South
Herbert Hoover
America in the Political Drama of the 1930S
From Slavery to Civil Rights
The Reign of Huey P. Long
A compelling compilation of short entries, longer topical essays,
and primary source documents that chronicles the historical
development of the United States from an economic perspective. •
Over 600 A–Z entries on key ideas, initiatives, people, and events
in the history of U.S. economic policy • 31 in-depth essays on core
economic issues and trends • A separate primary source section
that includes 32 important treaties, key political speeches, and
more relating to the American economy from the Articles of
Confederation period through the Obama Administration • Easyto-use tables of economic data designed for quick reference •
Extensive cross-referencing • A bibliography of significant
materials relating to all aspects of the American economy
Covering the lively, even raucous, history of Louisiana from
before First Contact through the Elections of 2012, this sixth
edition of the classic Louisiana history survey provides an
engaging and comprehensive narrative of what is arguably
America’s most colorful state. Since the appearance of the first
edition of this classic text in 1984, Louisiana: A History has
remained the best-loved and most highly regarded college-level
survey of Louisiana on the market Compiled by some of the
foremost experts in the field of Louisiana history who combine
their own research with recent historical discoveries Includes
complete coverage of the most recent events in political and
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environmental history, including the continued aftermath of

Katrina and the 2010 BP oil spill Considers the interrelationship
between Louisiana history and that of the American South and
the nation as a whole Written in an engaging and accessible style
complemented by more than a hundred photographs and maps
Examining African Americans' struggles for freedom and justice
in rural Louisiana during the Jim Crow and civil rights eras,
Greta de Jong illuminates the connections between the informal
strategies of resistance that black people pursued in the early
twentieth century and the mass protests that emerged in the 1950s
and 1960s. Using evidence drawn from oral histories and a wide
range of other sources, she demonstrates that rural African
Americans were politically aware and active long before civil
rights organizers arrived in the region in the 1960s to encourage
voter registration and demonstrations against segregation. De
Jong explores the numerous, often-subtle methods African
Americans used to resist oppression within the confines of the Jim
Crow system. Such everyday forms of resistance included
developing strategies for educating black children, creating strong
community institutions, and fighting back against white violence.
In the wake of the economic changes that swept the South during
and after World War II, these activities became more open and
organized, culminating in voter registration drives and other
protests conducted in cooperation with civil rights workers. Deeply
researched and accessibly written, A Different Day spotlights the
ordinary heroes of the freedom struggle and offers a new
perspective on black activism throughout the twentieth century.
Leander Perez 1891-1969) was more than simply another
Neanderthal segregationist. He was a political boss who held
absolute power in Plaquemines Parish to an extent unsurpassed
by any parish leader in Louisiana's history. Leander Perez: Boss
of the Delta is his full history. A bit of a social reformer, a
political figure of national stature, an oil tycoon worth millions of
dollars, Perez was known to one and all, including himself, as the
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Judge, although the office he held for most of his career was that
of district attorney. He got his political start in the early 1920s,
when Huey Long was beginning to attract statewide attention.
But, even after Long was gunned down in 1935, the Judge
continued to dominate life in the lower delta for thirty-four years,
until he died from a heart attack in 1969. Above all, Perez relished
power, and the essence of his might lay in his skill as a backroom
broker and in his personal friendships with such idologues as J.
Strom Thurmond, Ross Barnett, Lester Maddox, Orval Faubus,
and George Wallace. his grip on the parish was partly economic
and partly political, and it was enforced by an iron will stronger
than the will of any other man in the lower delta.
Senate, 1789-1989, V. 3: Classic Speeches, 1830-1993
The American Economy: A Historical Encyclopedia, 2nd Edition
[2 volumes]
Time of Paradox
American Political Leaders
Encyclopedia of Business Ethics and Society
Competing Perspectives on Two Great Presidencies
On the Streetcars of New Orleans 1830s-present

This groundbreaking work tells the true story behind
Franklin D. Roosevelt's 1936 reelection, drawing upon
never-before-published personal files to expose a nexus
of patronage and power that changed America forever.
• Presents the first published study dedicated explicitly
to the presidential election of 1936 • Incorporates
never-before-made-public primary archival research
from Roosevelt's own files (including his
communication with such notorious big-city bosses as
Frank Hague); from the files of his political "fixer,"
Democratic Party Chairman James A. Farley; and
from the files of GOP Chairman John Hamilton •
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Reveals the working relationship between Roosevelt
and his key lieutenants, shedding new light on the
administration of one of America's greatest presidents
• Exposes the role played by Farley in channeling New
Deal money to shape partisan political outcomes by
paying off debts, delivering on promises, rewarding
allies, settling factional disputes, expanding party
authority, and buying votes • Analyzes key transitions
in the evolution of the Republican and Democratic
parties that brought them to their current values and
ideologies • Includes never previously printed period
photographs that add personality to the colorful cast of
characters brought to life in the text
This is the first definitive study of the presidency of
America's least understood and most underappreciated Chief Executive. Combining government
with private resources, Hoover became the first
president to pit government action against the
economic cycle, setting precedents and spawning ideas
employed by his successor and all future presidents.
In Transforming Leadership, Burns illuminates the
evolution of leadership structures, from the chieftains
of tribal African societies, through Europe's absolute
monarchies, to the blossoming of the Enlightenment's
ideals of liberty and happiness during the American
Revolution. Along the way he looks at key
breakthroughs in leadership and the towering leaders
who attempted to transform their worlds—Elizabeth I,
Washington, Jefferson, Gandhi, Eleanor Roosevelt,
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Gorbachev, and others. Culminating in a bold and
innovative plan to address the greatest global
leadership challenge of the twenty-first century, the
long-intractable problem of global poverty,
Transforming Leadership will arouse discussion and
controversy in classrooms and boardrooms throughout
the country.
List of Illustrations Preface Acknowledgments 1: The
Context of the World War II Mothers' Movement 2:
Elizabeth Dilling and the Genesis of a Movement 3:
The Fifth Column 4: The National Legion of Mothers
of America 5: Cathrine Curtis and the Women's
National Committee to Keep the U.S. Out of War 6:
Dilling and the Crusade against Lend-Lease 7: Lyrl
Clark Van Hyning and We the Mothers Mobilize for
America 8: The Mothers' Movement in the Midwest:
Cincinnati, Cleveland, and Detroit9: The Mothers'
Movement in the East: Philadelphia and New York 10:
Agnes Waters: The Lone Wolf of Dissent 11: The Mass
Sedition Trial12: The Postwar Mothers' Movement 13:
The Significance of the Mothers' Movement Epilogue:
"Can We All Get Along?" Notes Bibliographical Essay
Index Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Business Ethics and
Society
Messiah Masses: Huey P Long& T Edison& Mod Pk
The Life of Herbert Hoover
African American Struggles for Justice in Rural
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Louisiana, 1900-1970
America from Awakening to Hiroshima, 1890-1945
The Legacy of the Public Works Administration
?
In this lively and provocative synthesis, distinguished
historian Glen Jeansonne explores the people and events that
shaped America in the decades from 1890 through 1945.
Comprehensive in scope, A Time of Paradox offers a
balanced look at the political, diplomatic, social and cultural
developments of the first half of the twentieth century, while
focusing on the diverse and sometimes contradictory human
experiences that characterized this dynamic era.
The history of Louisiana from slavery until the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 shows that unique influences within the state
were responsible for a distinctive political and social culture.
In New Orleans, the most populous city in the state, this was
reflected in the conflict that arose on segregated streetcars
that ran throughout the crescent city. This study
chronologically surveys segregation on the streetcars from
the antebellum period in which black stereotypes and
justification for segregation were formed. It follows the
political and social motivation for segregation through
reconstruction to the integration of the streetcars and the
white resistance in the 1950s while examining the changing
political and social climate that evolved over the segregation
era. It considers the shifting nature of white supremacy that
took hold in New Orleans after the Civil War and how this
came to be played out daily, in public, on the streetcars. The
paternalistic nature of white supremacy is considered and
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how this was gradually replaced with an unassailable white
supremacist atmosphere that often restricted the actions of
whites, as well as blacks, and the effect that this had on
urban transport. Streetcars became the 'theatres' for black
resistance throughout the era and this survey considers the
symbolic part they played in civil rights up to the present
day.
Huey P. Long and the Great Depression
Russell Long
A Historical Encyclopedia
Conspiracies and Conspiracy Theories in American History
[2 volumes]
Politics, People, and Places
A Time of Paradox
The Mothers' Movement and World War II
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